
 

We want to continue to encourage repair and reuse on a grassroots and global level, 
but must diligently ensure that our intellectual property is not misused. To maintain the 
value of our brand and the goodwill of our customers, iFixit operates a monitoring and 
enforcement program to defend our intellectual property against unauthorized use. 

COPYRIGHTS 

iFixit content, including photos, videos, and text, is licensed under the Creative 
Commons BY-NC-SA 3.0 license, which does not allow commercial use unless we have 
granted specific permission. Please read our Content Licensing Policy for all the details. 

This means you may not use in your listing any photographs from iFixit guides or 
product pages, screenshots from our videos, descriptions from our packaging, or any 
other iFixit content, without explicit authorization. iFixit only allows the use of our 
copyrighted images and text by authorized resellers in approved sales channels. 

We will ask eBay to take down any listing that infringes our copyrights. If you believe 
your listing was removed in error, please contact your iFixit account representative 
directly. 

TRADEMARKS and TRADE DRESS 

Our trademarks and trade dress allow consumers to recognize the iFixit brand and buy 
with confidence. iFixit owns trademarks including “IFIXIT”, “PRO TECH”, “IOPENER”, 
“JIMMY”, “REPAIR IS NOBLE”, the x-logo, and the fist logo. Our products and 
packaging feature a distinctive blue/black color scheme. 

The use of any iFixit trademark or trade dress in connection with goods not made by or 
under the authority of iFixit is strictly prohibited, and we will ask eBay to take down 
infringing listings. 

PATENTS and DESIGNS 



iFixit's innovative tool designers have invented products including the Magnetic Mat, 64-
bit driver kit, Pro Tech toolkit, Essential Electronics kit, Halberd spudger, Jimmy, various 
driver handles and more, for which patents are pending and designs are registered. 

Unfortunately, some unscrupulous sellers offer cheap knockoffs of these products that 
are not authorized by iFixit, do not meet our high quality standards, and are not covered 
by our lifetime warranty, but which resemble our products enough to confuse and 
mislead customers about their source. We strive to have these inferior copies removed 
from the marketplace. 

QUESTIONS? 

Email ip@ifixit.com 


